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### Abstract
This study suggests an integrated framework to quantify cyber attack impacts on the U.S. airport security system. A cyber attack by terrorists on the U.S. involves complex strategic behavior by the terrorists because they could plan to invade an airport electronic system without any U.S. border or entry point. At the same time, any defending entity must consider the complex processes that may cause turmoil. The possibility of simultaneous threats from cyber attacks causes another difficulty for defending entities to secure their airports. This highlights the need for improved, integrated inter-governmental collaboration. Collaborative networking requires close inter-governmental coordination to overcome the risk of cyber-terrorist threats. Constructing a new model for strategic cyber-terror security requires a combination of both competitive and cooperative game situations in order to seek specific strategies against cyber-terrorism. Also, the airport shut-down would have ripple impacts throughout the domestic and international economies, which raises the necessity to analyze the impacts with a spatially disaggregate economic model. To combine both competitive and cooperative game situations with an economic impact model, this study suggests a Game Theoretic National Interstate Economic Model (G-NIEMO) framework. G-NIEMO identifies which airport may be most vulnerable in the event that an airport electronic system is subsequently shut-down. Based on the probabilistic costs of airport closure, the model provides the economic importance of cyber security by place of event and by type of industry. From G-NIEMO, equilibrium strategies for U.S. airport protection can be identified and a general guideline for the evaluation of resource allocations can be passed onto the U.S. government agencies.
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I. National Security, Terrorism, and Economic Impacts

U.S. border security has been dramatically tightened since September 11, 2001. According to U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), its “top priority is to keep terrorists and their weapons from entering the United States” (CBP, 2008). Enhanced tightness of the U.S. border for national security has been mostly implemented to prevent physical invasions. Unfortunately, it appears that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) may not plan and manage possible physical invasions through the U.S. borders effectively (Tirman, 2006), and this is much clearer in the case of cyber attacks.

Also, many studies have focused only on evaluating physical terrorist attacks that may potentially cause severe economic consequences stemming from infrastructure damage and business interruption in the areas affected in terms of the direct and indirect impacts on the economy (Park, 2008; Park et al. 2007; Richardson et al. 2007; Gordon et al., 2007). Major U.S. airports have been provided useful information on the plausible catastrophes by those studies, and public and private industry sector decision-makers could also be advised to evaluate their expenditures to mitigate and respond to an emergent event. However, such economic impact analysis studies have been limited to measuring physical economic damages under some restricted assumptions and scenarios without considering cyber events and probability of or resilient process after an event.

A cyber attack by terrorists on the U.S. airports involves complex strategic behavior by them because they could plan to invade an airport electronic system bypassing any U.S. border or entry point. At the same time, any defending entity must consider the complex processes that may cause
turmoil. The possibility of a threat from simultaneous cyber attacks causes another difficulty for defending entities to secure their airports. This highlights the need for improved, integrated collaboration between local governments, between local and federal governments, even and/or between countries involved in this type of attack. Collaborative networking, connected domestically and internationally in terms of governmental cooperative integration, requires close inter-governmental coordination to overcome the risk of cyber-terrorist threats. For example, if cyber terrorists are able to successfully invade one U.S. airport information system, this could cause a problem in the operational software and database that contain valuable information. The one event could affect not only the entire region that the airport is located in, but also other domestic and international airports connected to that airport. Air transport substantially contributes to the global economy up to $1,540 billion and 33.3 million jobs (Oxford Economics, 2009).

Constructing a new model for strategic cyber-terror security requires a combination of both competitive and cooperative game situations in order to seek specific strategies against cyber-terrorism. Also, the airport shut-down would have ripple impacts throughout the local and domestic economies, which raises the necessity to analyze the impacts with a spatially disaggregate economic model.

Suggesting a new framework to quantify possible economic impacts of a breached strategic airport security requires combining the probability of cyber attacks with consequent economic impacts. A new probabilistic economic impact model suggested in this study can provide estimates of differentiated economic impacts by region and by industry. By combining both competitive and cooperative game situations with an economic impact model, this study proposes a framework of “Game Theoretic” extension of our National Interstate Economic Model (NIEMO) (see selective
NIEMO contributions at Park, 2008; Park et al., 2007; 2008; 2009a; 2011; 2012). The G-NIEMO can be used to identify which airport may be most vulnerable in the event that an airport electronic system is subsequently shut-down. Based on the probabilistic costs of airport closure, the model provides the economic importance of cyber security by location of event and by type of industry. Indeed, the results of this research will advance our understanding of how uncertain cyber attacks affect the real economies of the U.S. From G-NIEMO, equilibrium strategies for U.S. airport protection against cyber terrorists can be identified and a general guideline for the evaluation of resource allocations can be passed onto the U.S. government agencies. Finally, it is expected that this study will provide to a basis for communication among policy makers, the general public and local economic activity entities associated with aviation security and policy.

Hereby, the next section in this study discusses both competitive and cooperative strategic behaviors in a game theoretic situation and a spatially disaggregated economic impacts model for the U.S. The third section introduces an integrated modeling framework for strategic cyber-terror security that combines both competitive and cooperative game situations with the spatially disaggregate economic model applied for the measurement of probabilistic economic costs. With a brief summary and some discussions to be added in new research, this study concludes.
II. Game Theory and Economic Impact Model

In summer 2011, the Indira Gandhi International (IGI) Airport’s Terminal 3 in Delhi experienced a simple technical failure in the Common Use passengers Processing System (CUPPS) due to a virus attack on the system as per the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) of India; While the system was down and switched to manual check-in for a half day, about 50 flights were delayed for 15 to 20 minutes (Kakkar, 2011). More recently, four months ago, the U.S. experienced a cyber attack on airport information systems via malware insertion that might have caused serious malfunctions on diverse control systems from air traffics to air conditioning pipes on airplanes (Doglow, 2012). The experience warns us that cyber attacks do not mean a simple threat to airport control systems, but may cause serious physical disruptions on the targeted airport and result in the airport shutdown as a result of the disruptions (AFP, 2010).

There is no doubt that analyzing the cost-effectiveness of efforts to heighten border security is meaningful to lessen possible physical attacks. Hence, it requires not only applying benefit-cost analysis for each border but also understanding the defender’s strategy to determine which border may be most vulnerable from the terrorists’ perspective. Even more seriously, when considering cyber attacks that disable or delete critical infrastructure system data (Tafoya, 2011), the strategic game situation is much clearer for the case of cyber-terror attacks. A physical attack planned by terrorists to the U.S. usually starts with complex strategic behaviors of terrorists because they may intend to cross any U.S. border. At the same time, a defensive entity should consider the complex process that may cause catastrophic results once it would happen. However, if cyber terrorists are able to successfully invade one of the U.S. airport systems to causing a problem to operational
software that controls all airplane schedules, the one event may affect not only the entire region where the airport is located, but also other domestic and international airports that are connected to that airport. The airport shut down will make a ripple effect throughout the domestic and international economy.

Indeed, in the current technologically advanced era, the following fundamental questions need to be raised in a cyber-terror policy analysis procedure: how can we effectively analyze the defensive scientific and technological improvement with the terrorist strategy that has been also intelligent along with modern technology innovations? If we consider both economic damage and risk probability, how can we advance an analysis tool that considers them effectively and simultaneously? Part of the answer involves a clearer understanding of the procedure in the cyber-attacks and of the economic impacts of the cyber-terror events. It requires the analysis of strategic behaviors among groups involved in cyber attacks. Also, after an event has occurred, the costs estimated need to consider additional impacts that extend from direct impacts occurred in airport system disruptions. The estimated costs to the counter-terrorism are usually applied for policy benefits that hinge on the economic losses which could be prevented and need to be extended to measuring other regional losses.

It is certain that the U.S. anti-terrorism policy has been tremendously relying on the improvement of its scientific and technological assets. At the same time, the modern scientific and technological innovation has been advancing the strategic options that terrorists may consider for their invasion to the U.S. Certainly, there are massive records of recent cyber-attacks on modernized scientific transportation sectors and the number of attacks are increasing, indicating the more computerized
in transportation systems, the more potentially vulnerable to be attacked by the intelligent cyber-hackers. For example, cyber-hackers may substantially disable automobile and subway control systems because modern transportation network systems are pervasively computerized and may be attacked without spatial and temporal restriction (Koscher et al., 2010; Ignelzi, 2012).

It is clear that more air, water and ground networks will be affected by cyber-terrorists in the future. Further, it is more vulnerable and risky when cyber-attacks domestic and/or international infrastructure simultaneously because the visible and invisible threats have been increasing dramatically with extremely easy access to the internet. The simultaneous attacks highlight the need for improved, integrated collaboration between local governments, between local and federal governments, and/or between countries involved in the attacks. The collaborative networking, connected horizontally and vertically in terms of governmental cooperative integration, requires close inter-governmental coordination to overcome the risky cyber-terrorist threats.

Traditionally game theory has been widely applied to analyze a competition, non-cooperative interactive decision process especially since 1970. Based on the strategies evolved from “the selfish gene,” the competitive, evolutionary dynamic game process is more realistic in finding a best agreement under the restricted conditions (Benkler, 2011b). Unfortunately, the agreement found from the competitive process is unstable and fragile to keep the balance because it is more effective to problem identification or diagnostic process. However, a public solution suggested requires public support that satisfies interest groups and organizations. Also, public policy process requires this type of public solution to a problem which is identified publically (McCain, 2009). This type of process suggests publically enforceable agreements. A game theory tool applicable to
the collaborative interaction provides what various mechanisms can encourage cooperating and overcoming a disastrous risk (Benkler, 2011a; Nowak and Highfield, 2011). As Benkler (2011b) is clearly addressing, the cooperation, collective interdependent actions among groups are more effective and play a more important role to a risky disaster than the fittest action plan via competitive and non-cooperative strategic behavior process because they receive public agreements.

How can the cooperative collective action be applicable to maintaining an unarmed civilian society threatened by cyber-terrorist attacks? The civilian society pursues to reach new levels that improve cyber security and reduce economic damages with the rapid growth of the internet that uncovers spatial and temporal restrictions to access established, developed societies. A strategic approach to modeling cooperative and collective actions among governments, as well as the complex competition actions between hackers and governments, requires an integrated, structural super-cooperation in order to include those horizontally and vertically connected but adverse actions. Panels in Figure 1 demonstrate this integrated structure of complex behavioral actions in cyber-terrorism.
Figure 1. The hierarchical and horizontal structure of complex behavioral actions in cyber-terrorism

**II.1. Competitive and Cooperative Game Process**

Competitive game theory is widely applied to the study of strategic interactions between attackers and a defending government (Sandler and Arce M., 2003). Unlike natural disasters, terrorists are intelligent and adaptive; they may anticipate where the current border security measures are weak and utilize diverse, illegal network channels to transport money, weapons, and/or personnel. For example, if considering border security of one country from physical terrorists’ invasion that explains the competitive strategy of national security responding to terrorist attacks, the game theoretic situation begins with behavioral strategy that terrorists may intend to cross any U.S. border. As a defender, the U.S. may respond to the terrorists’ possible attacks when making
defensive decisions of, e.g., how many resources need to be allocated to prevent any possible violation by terrorists (Zhuang and Bier, 2007). Once resolving the competitive game probabilities, by connecting to an economic impact model that is described in Section II-2 as a spatially disaggregate macro-economic model of the U.S., the U.S. federal policy makers can benefit from suggestions on which borders should be considered for protection force. Specifically, it is expected that the effectiveness of the U.S.CBP can be significantly enhanced by the findings suggested with the competitive approach, because it eventually delivers a simulated probabilistic economic costs package that will be used by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and for other scholars involved in border security. The study conducted by Zhuang and Bier (2007) analyzed such strategic competitive interactions between terrorist groups and the defender using game-theoretic models.

While the game-theoretic view of this physical invasion by terrorists is a complex but competitive situation (Sandler and Arce M., 2003), the game view is not considering how local border securities collectively cooperates to protect the U.S. borders or how national governments cooperate internationally to protect their important infrastructures from the possible terrorists’ attack. Furthermore, several innovative approaches to deterring possible attackers have been suggested (see for example Frey and Luechinger, 2003; 2004; Perrow, 2006; Keohane and Zeckhauser, 2003), it is rare to find the strategic allocation of defensive resources improving border security by reducing the expected costs of a potential attack. Therefore, cooperative, as well as competitive, strategies and economic impact analysis measuring economic costs should be incorporated into a model in order to evaluate current cyber-terror security and simulate the optimal future allocations of international and federal resources to the security of infrastructure systems. The distinctive
feature to combine the strategic situation of terrorists with an economic impact model is suggested in Figure 2. The lower panels demonstrate how economic impact model can be combined with the complex game situation in the upper panels. The total probabilistic economic impacts will provide another signal to defenders and cyber-attackers and the process repeats until reaching equilibrium. The detailed process is explained in Section III.

Figure 2. Procedure to Measure Economic Impacts via an Integrated Game Theoretic Economic Impact Model
Many economists and regional scientists have applied input-output (I-O) or computable general equilibrium (CGE) for analyzing the socioeconomic impacts of disruptions resulting from diverse disasters. The traditional, one region type of I-O models that Isard demonstrated in 1951 are not enough to apply for capturing the interlinked effects among regions. To measure the interregional impacts of terrorist attacks on one country, the economic links among sub-national areas should be specific. Instead of surveying all interregional economic connections of which costs are huge, Chenery (1953) and Moses (1955) had demonstrated a relatively simplified multiregional input output model (MRIO) framework in response to the “ideal interregional model” suggested by Isard (1951, 1960), which can be an alternative to measuring the interregional economic connections based on interregional trade flows to avoid some problems associated with excessive spatial aggregation; When an I-O model is spatially aggregated, it especially loses spatial information, because a terrorist attack may impact negatively on the targeted area but may have positive economic boosts to another. Because most politicians have keen interests in their local constituencies, thereby, a state-to-state economic model may substantially contribute to providing such information.

The National Interstate Economic Model (NIEMO), an economic multiregional input output (MRIO) model for the 50 states and the District of Columbia (D.C.) of the U.S., is the first operational MRIO model of the U.S since 1990 (Park et al., 2007). Most studies that apply NIEMO have focused on regional and national economic impact measures stemming from diverse man-made and natural disasters and suggest plausible, public policy alternatives. As a primary tool of
application to regional and national security problems, NIEMO has been applied with the combination of various econometric methods to quantify the costs of national security.

The main reason that this MRIO type model for the U.S. has not been operational stems from the non-existence or rarity of useful interstate trade data. Even though intraregional interindustrial data and interregional trade data must be comparable and compatible, the currently available commodity-based trade flows data between states are only sporadically available and difficult to connect the sector system to other U.S. industrial sector systems such as North American Industrial Sector Code (NAISC). Building an operational multiregional input-output model (MRIO) that includes all the states in the U.S. have been in trouble because it required highly detailed interstate trade flow data by industry type. Due to the problematic data, only a few MRIO-type models for the U.S. have been constructed, which include the year of 1963 based MRIO for 51 regions and 79 sectors demonstrated by Polenske (1980) and the year of 1977 based MRIO for 51 regions and 120 sectors published by Jack Faucett Associates (1983). The latter was updated and reported in 1988 (Miller and Shao, 1990).

NIEMO basically applied Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) data to estimate interstate trade flows (Park et al., 2009a) and IMPLAN data (from the Minnesota IMPLAN Group; MIG, Inc.) for interindustrial transaction flows by state. After discontinuation of the U.S. Commodity Transportation Survey Data on inter-regional trade flows for some years, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) released CFS data every five years since 1993; however, these CFS data are not reporting complete interstate trade flows. As demonstrated in Figure 3, based on the currently available CFS data, Park et al. (2009a) estimated complete trade flow data and updated to a target period that matches IMPLAN data sets by applying an Adjusted Flow Model.
(AFM) and a Doubly-constrained Fratar Model (DFM). The approach necessarily requires creating conversion tables that reconcile the sectors between CFS and IMPLAN and detailed procedural bridges are explained in the study of Park et al. (2009a). While the current NIEMO relies on 1997 CFS and 2001 IMPLAN data, the systematic approach that is still operational is able to update. The current version of NIEMO tried to reconcile different sector definitions and classifications of the commodities among multiple data sources and used a new commodity sector system of 29 commodity and 18 service sectors. Park and Gordon (2005) demonstrated the interstate trade flows and the trade flows between the U.S. states and the rest of world are reliable and even more important to provide the spatial information than to provide detailed sectoral information.
Figure 3. NIEMO Modeling and Development process

Applying NIEMO to various empirical studies includes hypothetical terrorist attacks that were already published in several venues (Park et al., 2008; Park, 2008; Richardson et al., 2007a). Also, NIEMO has applied for diverse natural disaster studies (Park et al., 2012; Park, 2012) and all U.S. borders closure when international avian influenza epidemic occurs (Gordon et al., 2009). Table 1 summarizes the various economic impacts studies that NIEMO has been applied.

NIEMO has been evolving. It has been extended to the sub-state level (Southern California Interregional Input-Output; SCI-IO) and temporally (Flexible NIEMO: FlexNIEMO), combined with transportation network system (Transportation network NIEMO: TransNIEMO), and environmental (EnviNIEMO) models to address local and dynamic issues in a country. The extended NIEMO may investigate the magnitudes and policy implications of negative economic impacts resulting from disruptive events, including losses of infrastructure services (notably transportation) due to natural or man-made disasters at various regional levels. The importance of maintaining our social, economic, and community development systems in an era of new uncertainties from possible disasters involving climate change or terrorist attacks may be accurately, easily addressed by NIEMO and its extensions. Certainly terror prevention programs that are accomplished at all levels of government should closely connect national prevention programs with many localized constituencies to be politically supported. Also, aggregate cost analysis may be incomprehensible to deliver localized effects due to the cancellation of local impacts on each other.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of Disruption</th>
<th>Targets</th>
<th>Reason for Economic Impact</th>
<th>Total Economic Impacts ($M)</th>
<th>Base year, Duration, and Model</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explosives</td>
<td>LA/LB, Houston, and NY/NW</td>
<td>Ports shut-down</td>
<td>23,258</td>
<td>2001, one-month, and demand-driven NIEMO</td>
<td>Park et al., 2007</td>
<td>Direct/Indirect state-by-state impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosives</td>
<td>13 U.S. theme parks</td>
<td>Losses of consumers</td>
<td>20,747 ~ 24,921</td>
<td>2004, 18 months, and demand-driven NIEMO</td>
<td>Richardson et al., 2007a.</td>
<td>Direct/Indirect state-by-state impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanes Katrina and Rita</td>
<td>U.S. oil-refinery industries</td>
<td>U.S. oil price increase</td>
<td>1,537</td>
<td>2005, 4 months, and price-sensitive supply-driven USIO</td>
<td>Park, 2012</td>
<td>Direct/Indirect U.S. impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurricanes Katrina and Rita</td>
<td>PADD III</td>
<td>Disruption of Oil-refinery industries</td>
<td>4,849</td>
<td>2005, 13 months, and supply-driven FlexNIEMO</td>
<td>Park et al., 2012.</td>
<td>Direct/Indirect state-by-state and month-to-month impacts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Game Theoretic NIEMO: G-NIEMO

The distinctive feature of this study is to incorporate the strategic situation of terrorists by combining game theory with NIEMO. Constructing a new model for strategic cyber-terror security requires a combination of both competitive and cooperative game situations with a spatially disaggregate economic model; the latter requires expected input costs in order to estimate total costs. As demonstrated in Figure 2, the general conceptual approach to calculating the economic costs of cyber-terror attacks is to multiply the success probability of a cyber-terrorist invasion to important transportation infrastructure, e.g., airports and the corresponding cost if those airports were subsequently closed. By constructing a metric table of the probabilistic costs for all airports considered in the U.S., we can evaluate which airport may be most vulnerable in terms of cyber security. The dual-methodology combined model, a game-theoretic model and NIEMO, will generate a new integrated model that we call the Game Theoretic National Interstate Economic Model (G-NIEMO).

G-NIEMO as a game-theoretic economic impact model provides probabilistic economic costs for each airport or multiple airports if targeted simultaneously. The model starts by analyzing the probability of each or multiple airports in the U.S. being attacked, in conjunction with the application of game theoretic model. The direct cost of closure of one or multiple airports is then estimated with disruption scenario development. The product of the probability and the direct cost will then be used as input to NIEMO. Via NIEMO, the probabilistic total economic cost (by sector, by region and by scenario) of those airports closed will be estimated. Finally, the total economic losses will be provided to defenders and cyber-attackers as new information and new economic impacts will be measured. Detailed procedures for the approach are as follows.
Step I: Modeling Competitive (Defender and Attacker Strategic) and Cooperative (Defender and Defender Strategic) Interactions

For one or multiple airports, the U.S. government chooses the level of defensive investment in terms of finance, equipment, and/or personnel. An attacker observes (or anticipates) the defender’s choices, and then chooses the best response (or the probability of launching an attack against each or multiple airports). While competitive strategic interactions at this level may apply different forms of conflict success functions in order to estimate these probabilities (Skaperdas, 1996; Hausken, 2004), another form of function requires local governmental cooperative interactions as well as international cooperative interactions to collectively defend the cyber-terrorist attacks. For example, simultaneous cyber-attacks are plausibly made for John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport in the U.S. and Toronto Pearson International Airport in Canada, and it is extremely important to share any piece of information to defend the economic activities of these two megacities, most of which are served by the main hubs. Furthermore, JFK airport is tightly connected with other airports in the U.S. which will disrupt U.S. economic activities, and hence, local cooperative strategic interactions are critical to prevent the cyber-violation. This step requires the analysis on competitive and cooperative strategic behaviors.

Step II: Estimating Direct Costs

For individual and cooperative possible defender strategy corresponding to the cyber-attackers, hypothetical and/or actual historical measures of direct costs for the successful invasion that may occur should be estimated. Diverse historical data can be found from sources such as the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Office of Travel and Tourism Industries (OTTI), the Travel Industry
Asso
Association (TIA), the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), etc. and combined with hypothetical invasion scenarios. The collected data will be used to calculate the direct cost to airport closure and provide numerical experimental results to measure the importance of each airport.

**Step III: Estimating Probabilistic Direct, Indirect and Total Costs**

Based on the probability of a successful attack and the direct cost for one or multiple airport closures, a panel graph can be drawn as suggested in Figure 4. It demonstrates where each airport fits in each panel.

![Figure 4. Probability and Direct Economic Cost (P/DEC) Panel for Cyber-terror Invasion](image)

It is clear that high probability (High-P) and high direct economic cost (High-DEC) airports, whether it is collectively or individually measured, need to be first considered for the U.S. government investment. While it is clear to least consider for the airports located in the panel of low probability (Low-P) and low direct economic cost (Low-DEC), it is wise to compare a panel
of Low-P/High-DEC and a panel of High-P/Low-DEC airports. The product of the probability of a successful attack for an airport will be calculated to verify the possible direct cost resulting from the airport closure. Aggregating the probabilistic direct costs of each airport by state provides expected direct damages that each U.S. state may experience. The expected, probabilistic direct costs by state will be used to estimate indirect and total potential costs for the U.S., considering inter industrial and interregional economic relations that each airport supports via NIEMO.

**Step IV: Evaluating Equilibrium Probabilistic Impacts and Vulnerable Ranking Metrics**

The estimated total impacts will be used for additional information for cyber-terrorists and defenders. Both players will receive this information in deciding their equilibrium strategies, which result in an updated estimation of total economic impacts as suggested in the right and left bent-up arrows of Figure 2. Such feedback process will repeat until they reach equilibrium. Finally, the equilibrium total impacts will be used for constructing a vulnerable ranking score metric that demonstrates which airports are most vulnerable from cyber attacks. The vulnerability metric may be further analyzed by industry type, by scenario, and by geographical boundary. The provided information will be used to determine which state and airport should be first considered for the distribution of defensive resources available in the U.S.

**Step V: Evaluating G-NIEMO**

From G-NIEMO, equilibrium strategies for U.S. airport protection will be computed. To evaluate the G-NIEMO reliability, it is suggested to compare the computed equilibrium strategies from G-NIEMO to those computed from traditional game-theoretic models, as well as the real data. The
results will be used to evaluate the G-NIEMO approach and may eventually help the resource allocations by the U.S. government.

IV. Conclusions

Aviation deterrence is crucial in fighting cyber-terrorism. Aviation security from cyber invasion is especially critical because airport network is the heart to support economic activities for human and freight rapid movements which are necessary for the other industrial activities. However, in many cases we have been observing that cyber-terrorists are superior to the governmental cyber security for transportation network system (Richardson et al., 2007b). As Poole (2007) suggested, the sizable variation in the U.S. airports, one of three basic flaws of the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) in aviation security, may not be controlled by the TSA’s centralized approach.

To effectively prevent vulnerable and risky airports exposed to cyber-terrorists, therefore, it is important to improve collaboration between local and federal entities and integrate local strategies on cyber-terrorism that may simultaneously attack the U.S. airports. The collaborative strategy integrates the U.S. aviation security network, horizontally and vertically connecting federal, local, and other non-profit cooperative entities. Modeling this cooperative strategy should be integrated to the traditional, competitive game process to solve such complex behavioral action strategies.

By combining the probability of invasion with economic impacts, the G-NIEMO framework that quantifies the economic impacts on the strategic infrastructure security may differentiate economic impacts by event place and by target industry. From G-NIEMO, equilibrium strategies for U.S.
airport protection can be measured. Comparing the computed equilibrium strategies from G-NIEMO with those computed only by traditional game theoretic models may provide a general guide on the evaluation of resource allocations by U.S. governments.

One issue to be considered is resilience; Many scholars agree that it refers to the defensive capacity to diminish the maximum potential impacts at any given point in time after a terrorist attack and the ability to recover as quickly as possible (Park et al., 2011; 2008; McDaniel et al., 2008; Rose, 2004; 2007; Adger, 2000). One major way in which the airport resilience from a cyber-terror attack may take place is when the airport resumes its operation after some repair recovering the original schedule takes place and before airplanes that use the airport persistently change to near airports whose services and benefits are not very different. According to Park et al. (2009b) and Rose et al. (2009), experience with the 9/11 attack as well as most physical disasters indicates that the economy of the U.S. and states near New York had substantial resilience. Unfortunately, different from factory operation to produce goods, the air or water port operational services are not able to recapture the lost services.

Certainly, it is possible to measure some portion of the lost production in an economy from physical disruption by applying a fixed parameter (FEMA, 1997; Rose and Lim, 2002; Rose et al., 2007) or a relaxed, functionalized parameter (Park et al., 2011) for each of several industrial sectors, but most operational service sectors of infrastructure are almost zero to the resilience action. The resilient application to a cyber-terror attack may be essential to rather accurately estimating the business interruption that is indirectly affected by infrastructure service malfunctionality. However, a general framework that addresses national and international
transportation network security prevented from cyber-attacks still requires the initial suggestion of combining multidirectional, complex game theoretic situations with a spatially disaggregate economic model which can trace local economic activities. The remaining resilient discussion should be investigated in a future research.
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